We show that the difference cross sections in unpolarized SIDIS e+N → e+h+X and pp hadron production p + p → h + X determine, uniquely and in any order in QCD, the two FFs:
Introduction
Now, that the new generation of high energy scattering experiments with a final hadron h detected are taking place, it has become clear that in order to obtain the correct information about quark-lepton interactions, not only knowledge of the parton distribution functions (PDFs) are important, but a good knowledge of the fragmentation functions (FFs) D h i , that determine the transition of partons i into hadrons h, are equally important. The PDFs and the FFs are the two basic ingredients that have to be correctly extracted from experiment. Here we discuss the FFs.
The most direct way to determine the FFs is the total cross section for one-particle inclusive production in e + e − annihilation:
However, these processes can determine, in principle, only the combinations
i.e. they cannot distinguish the quark and anti-quark FFs. In order to achieve separate phenomenological determination of D h q and D h q , the one-hadron semi-inclusive processes play an essential role:
The factorization theorem implies that the FFs are universal, i.e. in (1) and (3) the FFs are the same. However, in (3) the hadron structure enters and when analyzing the data, usually different theoretical assumptions have to be made. Schematically the cross sections for (1) and (3) can be written in the form:
whereσ c are the corresponding, perturbatively QCD calculable, parton-level cross sections for producing a parton c, f a are the unpolarized PDFs. At present several sets of FFs exist and there is a significant disagreement among some of the FFs.
In this talk we present a model independent approach, developed in [1] , which suggests that if instead of dσ h N and dσ h pp one works with the difference cross sections for producing hadrons and producing their antiparticles, i.e. with data on dσ
one obtains information about the non-singlet (NS) combinations D h−h q
. This is the complementary to D h+huantity, measured in (1) , that would allow to determine D q and Dq without assumptions.
Further this method is applied to charged and neutral kaon e + e − -production data to determine directly the non-singlet (D u − D d ) K + +K − and compare to conventional global fit analysis.
2 Difference cross sections with π ± and K ± From C-invariance of strong interactions it follows:
which, applied to (3), eliminates D
in the difference cross sections:
and dσ
This implies that, in any order of QCD, dσ
are expressed solely in terms of the NS combinations of the FFs. In NLO we have:
where u V and d V are the valence quarks PDFs, s V = s −s and L q , given explicitely in [1] , are functions of the known quark densities q +q and partonic cross sections. Common for the difference cross sections (9) -(11) is that they all have the same structure: 1) only the non-singelts D [2] , which implies that the contribution from D h s can be safely neglected. Thus, the ep, ed and pp semi-inclusive difference cross sections provide three independent measurements for the two unknown FFs D
. Note that the SIDIS cross sections involve only u V and d V , which are the best known parton densities, with 2%-3% accuracy at x 0.7.
Further information can be obtained specifying the final hadrons. 1) If h = π ± the difference cross sections will determine, without any assumptions, D
which would allow to test the usually made assumption
In [3] it was suggested, for the first time, that this relation might be violated up to 10 %.
2) If h = K ± the difference cross sections will determine, without any assumptions, D
One can formulate the above results also like this: If relation D 
in the considered three types of semi-inclusive processes (1) and (3): K + +K − , obtained in this way, is model independent it would be interesting to compare it to the existing parametrizations from e + e − data, obtained using various assumptions.
The most precisely measured and theoretically calculated process is (15). In NLO we have [1] :
whereê 2 q (s) are the quark electro-weak charges. Using (18) we determine [6] In Fig.1 we present ( 
